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Secret Key Generation in the Two-Way Relay
Channel With Active Attackers

Heng Zhou, Lauren M. Huie, Member, IEEE, and Lifeng Lai, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Most of the existing work on key generation from
wireless fading channels requires a direct wireless link between
legitimate users so that they can obtain correlated observations
from the common wireless link. This paper studies the key
generation problem in the two-way relay channel, in which
there is no direct channel between the key generating terminals.
We propose an effective key generation scheme that achieves a
substantially larger key rate than that of a direct channel mimic
approach. Unlike existing schemes, there is no need for the key
generating terminals to obtain correlated observations in our
scheme. We also investigate the effects of an active attacker on the
proposed key generation protocol. We characterize the optimal
attacker’s strategy that minimizes the key rate of the proposed
scheme. Furthermore, we establish the maximal attacker’s power
under which our scheme can still achieve a nonzero key rate.

Index Terms— Active attack, information-theoretic security,
key generation, two-way relay channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE IDEA of exploiting wireless fading channels for
generating information theoretically secure secret keys

has received considerable attention recently [2]–[11]. In this
line of work, two terminals, namely Alice and Bob, first
obtain noisy estimates of the common fading channel gain
between them, and then employ the celebrated key generation
via public discussion approach [12], [13] to generate secret
keys from these correlated estimates. In a nutshell, in all
these works, the common direct channel connecting these two
terminals provides a valuable common random source required
for generating secret keys using the approach proposed in [12]
and [13].

In certain applications, however, two terminals might be far
away from each other, and hence there is no direct channel
between them. The two-way relay channel, in which two
terminals are connected through a relay, is a basic setup
that models this scenario. The key generation from the two-
way relay channel problem was considered in [14], which
proposed several interesting schemes to circumvent the issue
that there is no direct channel to provide the necessary
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common randomness. The basic idea of these schemes is to
create a virtual direct link from which these two terminals
can obtain channel estimates and then apply the approach
in [12] and [13]. For example, in the amplify forward (AF)
scheme discussed in [14], Alice transmits a training sequence
to the relay, which then sends a scaled version of the received
noisy signal to Bob. From the received signal, Bob can obtain
an estimate of the product of two channel gains: the one
from Alice to the relay, and the one from the relay to Bob.
Similarly, by asking Bob to send a training sequence and the
relay to re-send its received noisy signal, Alice can obtain an
estimate of the product of these two channel gains. Hence the
product of these two channel gains can serve as the common
randomness for the secret key generation, since both Alice
and Bob successfully obtain estimates of it. Although these
schemes overcome the issue of no direct channel, there are
some potential challenges, especially in the multiple antennas
case. First, when the relay re-sends the received signal, which
contains the information about the channel gain, Eve can also
obtain a noisy copy. Hence Eve can obtain partial information
about the common randomness used for the key generation,
which will potentially reduce the key rate. Second, it is difficult
to evaluate the key rates of the schemes proposed in [14] since
the probability distribution function (pdf) of the estimate of
the virtual channel gain (the product of two physical channel
gains) is complicated and Eve has partial information about
the common randomness used for the key generation. Third,
multiple antennas in the relay are not efficiently used in [14],
in particular only one effective channel gain of a randomly
selected channel is used.

In this paper, we propose a new scheme for the key
generation in the two-way relay channel by adopting a scheme
proposed in our recent work [15]. Instead of trying to mimic a
direct channel as done in [14], in the proposed scheme, the two
terminals involved do not need to obtain correlated estimates.
Instead, the relay first establishes a pair-wise key with Alice
using the physical channel linking it and Alice. Similarly, the
relay and Bob can establish a pair-wise key using the channel
linking them. Then the relay broadcasts the XOR of these two
pair-wise keys to both Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob can then
decode both keys and pick the one with a smaller size as the
final key. The advantages of this approach are: 1) Eve does not
obtain any information about the channel gains used for the
key generation, hence our scheme obtains a much higher key
rate; 2) It is very easy to evaluate the key rate of the proposed
scheme; and 3) Our scheme can be easily extended to multiple
antenna case, and the key rate scales linearly with the number
of antennas.

The second main contribution of the paper is to consider
the active attacker scenario. In most of the existing work on
the key generation using wireless channels, Eve is assumed to
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Fig. 1. Model of two-way relaying system.

be a passive listener. In practice, Eve might be active and try
to send attack signals to interrupt the key generation process.
In this paper, we assume that Eve’s goal is to send attack
signals to minimize the key rate of the proposed scheme. The
effects of an active attacker are twofold: 1) Eve can corrupt
signals received by legitimate nodes, and hence reduce the
correlations between the signals observed by legitimate users;
and 2) By controlling the signals observed by the legitimate
users, Eve has partial information about the observations used
for the key generation. Both of these two effects will decrease
the key rate. In this paper, we characterize Eve’s optimal attack
strategy (including the optimal input distribution and optimal
power allocation) and characterize the corresponding key rate
achieved using our scheme under this worst case scenario. We
note that we derive these results for a generic value of Eve’s
power. Our result characterizes the maximum attacker’s power
under which we can still achieve a non-zero key rate.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the model studied in this paper. In
Section III, we discuss the proposed scheme for the case of
a passive eavesdropper in detail. We then extend our study to
the case of an active attacker in Section IV. Simulation results
are presented in Section V. Concluding remarks are given in
Section VI.

II. MODEL

In this section, we introduce the key generation through the
two-way relay model considered in this paper. Fig. 1 shows the
simplest model of the two-way relaying system that consists
of Alice, Bob, a single antenna relay (the case of multiple-
antenna relay will be discussed in Section III-B) and Eve.
There exists a wireless channel between every pair of terminals
in the system except between Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob
would like to establish a secret key such that Eve has no
knowledge about the generated key. All four terminals can
transmit over the wireless channel (hence, Eve is an active
attacker). We assume that Alice, Bob and the relay are half-
duplex nodes, while the attacker is a full-duplex node. In this
paper, we assume that the goal of the attacker is to minimize
the key rate generated by Alice and Bob from the wireless
channel. The attacker can receive a noisy version of the signal
transmitted by the legitimate terminals. In addition, it can send
signals to contaminate the signal transmitted by the legitimate
users.

More specifically, if Alice transmits signal xA in a given
channel use, the relay and the attacker will receive

yR = h AR x A + z1 + nR, (1)

yE = h AE x A + nE , (2)

in which h AR is the fading coefficient of the channel from
Alice to the relay, z1 is the attack signal that arrives at the
relay, nR is zero mean Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 at
the relay, h AE is the channel gain between Alice and Eve,
and nE is the noise at Eve. h AR and nR are both random
variables and independent of each other.1 No part of the
system knows the value of h AR a priori, but all parts know
its distribution. The noise in all channels is independently
and identically distributed. We note that what really matters
from the attacker’s perspective is the signal z1 that arrives
at the relay. In this paper, we assume that the eavesdropper
knows its channel state to the legitimate receiver (hence giving
the attacker extra ability), and can hence control its output
signal to the legitimate receiver to achieve its attacking goal
by mitigating the impact of its channel on the output signal.
Hence, we did not assume any particular fading model from
the attacker and legitimate user. In the following, we will
characterize the optimal distribution of the optimal arriving
attack signal.

Similarly, when Bob sends xB , the relay and Eve receive

yR = h B RxB + z2 + nR, (3)

yE = h B E xB + nE , (4)

in which h B R is the fading coefficient of the channel from Bob
to the relay, z2 is the attack signal that arrives at relay, h B E
is the channel gain between Bob and Eve. The signal model
when the relay broadcasts xR is similar.

In this paper, we assume that all the channels are reciprocal,
i.e., h AR = h R A (we denote them collectively as h1), h B R =
h R B (we denote them collectively as h2), etc. But the scheme
developed in this paper still works (with a different key rate)
even if this assumption does not hold, as long as there is
correlation between the forward and backward channel. Fur-
thermore, we consider an ergodic block fading model for the
wireless channel, which means that the channel gain remains
constant for a period of T symbols and changes randomly to
another independent value after the current period [16]. We
assume h1 ∼ N (0, σ 2

1 ) and h2 ∼ N (0, σ 2
2 ). Similarly, our

scheme still works if the distribution of the random channel
gain changes.

Let XA = (xA(1), . . . , x A(M))′, XB = (xB(1), . . . ,
xB(M))′, XR = (xR(1), . . . , xR(M))′, and Zi = (zi (1), . . . ,
zi (M))′ be the signals transmitted by the terminals in M
channel uses. Similarly, let YA, YB , YR , YE be signals
received by the terminals over M channel uses. Since we
assume that the legitimate users are half duplex, yA(i) = φ if
x A(i) �= φ, in which φ denotes either no transmission or no
signal. The same thing holds for the relay and Bob. We have
a total power constraint for the legitimate terminals, namely

1

M
E{X′

AXA + X′
BXB + X′

RXR} ≤ PT . (5)

1This assumption generally holds as long as the distance between Eve and
the legitimate users are half-wavelength away from each other (please see
reference [16]). Our scheme can be modified to fit the scenario in which
this assumption does not hold. The modifications are described in Section IV.
Note that in Section IV, the attacker is active and can control the random
observations at the legitimate users. Hence, in this case, the observations at
the legitimate users and Eve are indeed correlated. Furthermore, in this case,
the correlation is controlled the Eve. Our scheme can still generate a secret
key with a nonzero secret key rate under this situation.
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Fig. 2. Time frame for one antenna.

Similarly, we assume that the attacker has an average power
constraint

1

M
E{Z′

1Z1 + Z′
2Z2 + Z′

3Z3} ≤ PE . (6)

In addition to the wireless channels, we assume that there
is a public channel in which all legitimate users can exchange
messages.2 However, all messages exchanged through this
public channel will be overheard by Eve. We denote all
messages transmitted in the public channel as F. Both Alice
and Bob need to generate a key using the information trans-
mitted and received from wireless channels and the public
channel. Let fA and fB be the key generation functions at
Alice and Bob respectively, namely K A = fA(XA, YA, F) and
K B = fB(XB, YB , F). A key rate R is said to be achievable
if, for any ε > 0, there exists a scheme such that

P{K A �= K B} < ε, (7)
1
M I (K A; Zi , i = 1, 2, 3, YE , F) < ε, (8)

1
M H (K A) > R − ε, (9)

1
M log |KA| < 1

M H (K A) + ε, (10)

with |KA| being the size of the key’s alphabet. Here (7) implies
that the keys generated at Alice and Bob are the same with
a high probability (and hence we will use K to denote the
generated key), (8) implies that the eavesdropper learns limited
amount of information about the generated key, while (10)
implies that the key is nearly uniformly generated.

III. KEY GENERATION ALGORITHMS WITH

A PASSIVE ATTACKER

In this section, we study the case in which the attacker is
passive, i.e., Zi = φ, i = 1, 2, 3. This section will provide
the necessary background for the general case with active
attackers, which will be discussed in Section IV.

A. Single Antenna Case

Algorithm 1 shows the proposed key generation scheme,
which is adopted from our recent work [15]. Roughly speak-
ing, in our scheme, Alice, Bob and the relay take turns to send
training sequences. After the training stage, the terminals will
generate pair-wise keys, and then the relay will send additional
information to help Alice and Bob to establish a common key.

We now explain the steps in the algorithm in more detail.
The time frame of Algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 2. We divide
each fading block into three slots each with duration T0, and
we set T0 = T/3. Suppose Alice sends training sequence

2If the public channel is not available, the terminals can still establish a
key. In particular, we can divide the time into two parts. The first part is used
for channel training so that the terminals can obtain correlated observations.
The second part can be used to transit the public discussion over the wireless
channel. Since the capacity of the wireless channel is limited, the rate of the
public discussion will also be limited. This will reduce the key rate. However,
the impact will be limited if the available power is large enough or the channel
coherence time is long enough.

Algorithm 1: Key Generation Algorithm with One
Antenna

Step 1: Channel Estimation:
1) Alice sends a known sequence SA with power PA

through channel h1 to the relay. The relay receives
Y(1)

R from which it obtains the estimate h̃1,R .
2) Bob sends a known sequence SB with power PB

through channel h2 to the relay. The relay receives
Y(2)

R from which it obtains the estimate h̃2,R .
3) The relay broadcasts a known sequence SR with power

PR to Alice and Bob. Alice receives YA from which
she obtains the estimate h̃1,A; Bob receives YB from
which he obtains the estimate h̃2,B .

Step 2: Key Agreement:
1) Alice and the relay agree on a pairwise key K1 using

the correlated estimation pair (h̃1,R, h̃1,A).
2) Bob and the relay agree on a pairwise key K2 using

the correlated estimation pair (h̃2,R, h̃2,B).
3) The relay broadcasts K1 ⊕ K2. Then Alice and Bob

can obtain both K1 and K2. They choose the one with
a smaller size as the common secret key.

with power PA, Bob with power PB and the relay with power
PR , then the training sequences transmitted by the legitimate
users have the form SA = (

√
PA,

√
PA, . . . ,

√
PA)′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T0

, SB =

(
√

PB,
√

PB, . . . ,
√

PB)′
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T0

, SR = (
√

PR,
√

PR, . . . ,
√

PR)′
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T0

.

Therefore, the energy of each training sequence is ‖SA‖2 =
T0 PA = T PA/3, ‖SB‖2 = T0 PB = T PB/3 and ‖SR‖2 =
T0 P =T PR/3, and the total power constraint (5) is equivalent to

1

3
(PA + PB + PR) ≤ PT .

For channel h1, at the end of the training phase, the relay
and Alice receive

Y(1)
R = h1SA + N(1)

R , (11)

YA = h1SR + NA, (12)

respectively. From these observations, the relay and Alice
obtain the following estimates

h̃1,R = S′
A

‖SA‖2 Y(1)
R = h1 + S′

A

‖SA‖2 N(1)
R , (13)

h̃1,A = S′
R

‖SR‖2 YA = h1 + S′
R

‖SR‖2 NA. (14)

Eve also receives

Y(1)
E = h AE SA + N(1)

E ,

Y(3)
E = h RE SR + N(3)

E . (15)

However, since h AE and h RE are independent of h1 [16],
Y(1)

E and Y(3)
E are independent of the correlated estimations

(h̃1,R, h̃1,A). Using the result from [12], the relay and Alice
can establish a pairwise key K1 with a rate:

1

T
I (h̃1,A; h̃1,R). (16)
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To generate a uniformly distributed key with the rate in (16),
one needs to employ the Slepian-Wolf coding [12] to send
helper information from Alice to Bob through the public chan-
nel in order to reconciliate the effects of noise in their channel
estimates. Somewhat remarkably, the helper data, although
observable to Eve, does not leak any information about the
generated key to Eve. More specifically, for every N symbol
times, which is as large as a number of blocks of symbol times,
Alice has m = �N/T 	 observations of the random variable
h̃1,A, where �·	 denotes the largest integer that is smaller
than its argument. These observations are collected into a
vector h̃1,A = [h̃�

1,A(1), · · · , h̃�
1,A(m)]T , where h̃�

1,A(i) is a
quantized version of h̃1,A(i) with quantization interval being
�. h̃�

1,A(i)’s are independent of each other. Similarly, the relay
has a vector of observations h̃1,R = [h̃�

1,R(1), · · · , h̃�
1,R(m)]T .

Alice randomly divides the typical h̃�
1,A sequences into non-

overlapping bins, with each bin having 2mI (h̃�
1,A;h̃�

1,R) typical
h̃�

1,A sequences. Hence, each sequence has two indices: bin
number and index within the bin. Now, after observing the
vector h̃1,A, Alice sets the key to be the index of this sequence
within its bin. Alice then sends the bin number as the helper
data to Bob through the public channel. That is, Alice needs
to send H (h̃�

1,A|h̃�
1,R) bits of information through the public

channel, where H (X |Y ) denotes the conditional entropy of
X given Y . After combining the information observed from
the public channel with h̃1,R , it can be shown that Bob can
recover the value of h̃1,A with the probability arbitrarily close
to 1. Then Bob can recover the key. It can also be shown that
the bin number and index within each bin are independent of
each other. Hence, even though the eavesdropper can observe
the bin number transmitted over the public channel, it learns
no information about the generated key. Now, by letting the
quantization level � go to zero, one achieve the key rate (16).

Similarly, for channel h2, the relay and Bob receive

Y(2)
R = h2SB + N(2)

R , (17)

YB = h2SR + NB , (18)

from which the relay and Bob obtain the following estimates

h̃2,R = S′
B

‖SB‖2 Y(2)
R = h2 + S′

B

‖SB‖2 N(2)
R , (19)

h̃2,B = S′
R

‖SR‖2 YB = h2 + S′
R

‖SR‖2 NB . (20)

Eve receives, in addition to (15),

Y(2)
E = h B E SB + N(2)

E ,

where h B E is independent of h2. Again, using the results
from [12], the key rate of K2 is

1

T
I (h̃2,B; h̃2,R). (21)

When the relay broadcasts K1 ⊕ K2 in the public channel to
both Alice and Bob, the system can be viewed as a one-time
pad [17] where the longer key is the secret key used to protect
secret transmission of the shorter key as a message. As the
result, Alice and Bob can obtain both K1 and K2 by the XOR
operation on the received K1 ⊕ K2 signal. Eve also receives
K1 ⊕ K2. However, Eve learns nothing about the shorter key

Fig. 3. Time frame for two-way relay with multiple antennas.

from K1 ⊕ K2, since it is protected by the longer key via the
one-time pad operation. In this case, both Alice and Bob can
choose the shorter key as the common secret key. Hence the
key rate is:

Rco = 1

T
min{I (h̃1,A; h̃1,R), I (h̃2,B; h̃2,R)}. (22)

Following similar steps in [4], one can easily show that Eve
obtains a limited amount of the key information.

The scalars h̃1,A and h̃1,R are two correlated Gaussian
variables with zero mean, thus we have [18]

I (h̃1,A; h̃1,R) = −1

2
log(1 − ρ2

1 ) (23)

where ρ1 is the correlation coefficient of h̃1,A and h̃1,R . It
is easy to check that the covariance cov(h̃1,A, h̃1,R) = σ 2

1 ,

variances Var(h̃1,A) = σ 2
1 + σ 2

‖SR‖2 = σ 2
1 + σ 2

T0 PR
, Var(h̃1,R) =

σ 2
1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2 = σ 2
1 + σ 2

T0 PA
, and

ρ2
1 = cov2(h̃1,A, h̃1,R)

Var(h̃1,A)Var(h̃1,R)

= 1
(

1 + σ 2

σ 2
1 T0 PA

) (
1 + σ 2

σ 2
1 T0 PR

) . (24)

Similarly,

I (h̃2,B; h̃2,R) = −1

2
log(1 − ρ2

2 ) (25)

where ρ2 is the correlation coefficient of h̃2,B and h̃2,R . We
have cov(h̃2,B , h̃2,R) = σ 2

2 , Var(h̃2,B) = σ 2
2 + σ 2

‖SR‖2 = σ 2
2 +

σ 2

T0 PR
, Var(h̃2,R) = σ 2

2 + σ 2

‖SB‖2 = σ 2
2 + σ 2

T0 PB
, and

ρ2
2 = 1

(
1 + σ 2

σ 2
2 T0 PB

) (
1 + σ 2

σ 2
2 T0 PR

) . (26)

B. Multiple Antennas Case With Optimal Power Allocation

The aforementioned key generation algorithm for a relay
with one antenna can be easily extended to the case of multiple
antennas. Suppose there are N antennas at the relay, we
assume that the channel gain between the i -th antenna and
Alice conforms to N (0, σ 2

1,i ) distribution, the channel gain
between the i -th antenna and Bob conforms to N (0, σ 2

2,i )
distribution, i = 1, . . . , N , and the noise in each channel is
Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ 2. We summarize our
protocol in Algorithm 2.

The time frame of our key generation algorithm for a relay
with multiple antennas is shown in Fig. 3. The length of each
training sequence T0 is now set to be T/N + 2. Denoting the
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Algorithm 2: Key Generation for Two-Way Relay With
Multiple Antennas
Step 1: Channel Estimation:

1) Alice broadcasts a known sequence SA with power PA
to all antennas in the relay, from which each antenna
obtains an estimate h̃ A,i,R , i = 1, . . . , N . Here the
subscript A represents the estimate regarding channel
gain at Alice’s side, i represents the antenna index and
R means that this estimate is obtained by the relay.

2) Bob broadcasts a known sequence SB with power PB
to all antennas in the relay, from which each antenna
obtains an estimate h̃ B,i,R . The notation is defined in
the same way as above.

3) For each i = 1, . . . , N , the relay broadcasts a known
sequence SR,i with power Pi from antenna i to Alice
and Bob, from which Alice and Bob obtain estimates
h̃ A,i,A and h̃ B,i,B , respectively.

Step 2: Key Agreement:
1) Alice and the relay agree on common keys K A,i ’s

according to the pairs of estimates (h̃ A,i,A , h̃ A,i,R ),
i = 1, . . . , N , using the same method described in
Algorithm 1.

2) Bob and the relay agree on common keys K B,i ’s
according to the pairs of estimates (h̃ B,i,B , h̃ B,i,R),
i = 1, . . . , N .

3) The relay concatenates K A,i ’s into
K A = (K A,1, K A,2, . . . , K A,N ) and K B,i ’s into
K B = (K B,1, K B,2, . . . , K B,N ) and broadcasts
K A ⊕ K B to Alice and Bob. From K A and K B , Alice
and Bob choose the one with the smaller size as the
final common secret key.

transmission power of training sequence of Alice as PA , Bob
as PB , and antenna i in the relay as Pi , i = 1, . . . , N , the total
power constraint (5) is now

1

N + 2

(

PA + PB +
N∑

i=1

Pi

)

≤ PT . (27)

Accordingly, the key rate for Algorithm 2 is

Rco,N = 1

T
min{I1, I2}, (28)

where

I1 =
N∑

i=1

I (h̃ A,i,A ; h̃ A,i,R), (29)

I2 =
N∑

i=1

I (h̃ B,i,B ; h̃ B,i,R), (30)

in which I (h̃ A,i,A; h̃ A,i,R ) and I (h̃ B,1,B; h̃ B,1,R) can be

calculated using formulas (23), (24) and (25), (26):

I (h̃ A,i,A ; h̃ A,i,R )

= −1

2
log

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1 − 1
(

1 + σ 2

σ 2
1,i PAT0

) (

1 + σ 2

σ 2
1,i Pi T0

)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

I (h̃ B,i,B ; h̃ B,i,R)

= −1

2
log

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1 − 1
(

1 + σ 2

σ 2
2,i PB T0

)(

1 + σ 2

σ 2
2,i Pi T0

)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

The total power constraint (27) can be rewritten as
N∑

i=1

Pi ≤ (N + 2)PT − PA − PB � P. (31)

Given PA and PB , under the above requirement that the
sum of transmission powers

∑N
i=1 Pi of the relay is under a

specified value P , the key rate (28) depends on the power
used for each antenna. In the following, we solve the optimal
power allocation problem to maximize the key rate.

Formally, the optimization problem is

maximize min{I1, I2}

subject to
N∑

i=1

Pi ≤ P, Pi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (32)

To simplify the notation, in the following derivation, we
will ignore the constant 1/2 before each mutual information
term. Clearly, this will not affect the optimal power allocation
scheme.

The objective function in (32) contains a min operation,
which makes it challenging. To solve this max-min optimiza-
tion problem, we transform (32) into an equivalent optimiza-
tion problem [19]:

maximize z

subject to z ≤ I1, z ≤ I2,
N∑

i=1

Pi ≤ P,

z ≥ 0, Pi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (33)

The Lagrangian of problem (33) is

L = z + λ1(I1 − z) + λ2(I2 − z) + λ3

(

P −
N∑

i=1

Pi

)

. (34)

Then the KKT conditions are
∂L
∂z

≤ 0, z ≥ 0, z
∂L
∂z

= 0, (35)

∂L
∂ Pi

≤ 0, Pi ≥ 0, Pi
∂L
∂ Pi

= 0, (36)

z ≤ I1, λ1 ≥ 0, λ1(z − I1) = 0, (37)

z ≤ I2, λ2 ≥ 0, λ2(z − I2) = 0, (38)
N∑

i=1

Pi ≤ P, λ3 ≥ 0, λ3

(
N∑

i=1

Pi − P

)

= 0. (39)
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Since the objective function is linear and therefore concave,
I1, I2 is concave so z − I1, z − I2 is convex and the constraint∑N

i=1 Pi ≤ P is also linear, the necessary KKT conditions are
sufficient.

We can calculate

∂L
∂z

= 1 − λ1 − λ2,

so from condition (35.i) (this notation means the first condition
of (35)) we have

1 − λ1 − λ2 ≤ 0. (40)

From the definition of I1, I2 in (29), (30), it is clear that I1, I2
are always positive, so if z = 0, from (37.iii) and (38.iii), it
follows λ1 = λ2 = 0. But this violates (40), so z �= 0 and
from (35.iii) we get ∂L

∂z = 1 − λ1 − λ2 = 0, which implies

λ1 + λ2 = 1. (41)

The partial derivative of I1 with regard to Pi can be
computed as follows:

∂ I1

∂ Pi
= PA(

Pi + σ 2

σ 2
1,i T0

)(

Pi + σ 2

σ 2
1,i T0

+ PA

) , (42)

which is always positive. Similarly we can compute ∂ I2
∂ Pi

and
see that it is always positive as well.

We can then calculate

∂L
∂ Pi

= λ1
∂ I1

∂ Pi
+ λ2

∂ I2

∂ Pi
− λ3. (43)

From (36.i) and the analysis above, we know

λ3 ≥ λ1
∂ I1

∂ Pi
+ λ2

∂ I2

∂ Pi
> 0. (44)

Consequently, by (39.iii) we have

N∑

i=1

Pi = P. (45)

In the following, we discuss different cases of the values of
λ1 and λ2. Note that we have already eliminated the possibility
of λ1 = λ2 = 0. Also note that the following three cases are
not mutually exclusive.

1) Case 1: If λ1 �= 0 and λ2 = 0, then λ1 must be 1 by (41).
Next from (37.iii), z = I1. But (38.i) implies

I1 ≤ I2, (46)

so min{I1, I2} = I1 and the original optimization problem (32)
reduces to

maximize I1

subject to
N∑

i=1
Pi = P,

Pi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N.

(47)

This is an optimization problem with nonnegativity con-
straints. Again we can employ KKT conditions to solve it.
Similar to (33), I1 is concave with regard to Pi , i = 1, . . . , N ,

and the constraint is linear so here KKT conditions are
sufficient too. The Lagrangian and KKT conditions are [19]:

L = I1 + μ

(

P −
N∑

i=1

Pi

)

, (48)

∂L

∂ Pi
≤ 0, Pi ≥ 0, Pi

∂L

∂ Pi
= 0, (49)

N∑

i=1

Pi = P. (50)

It can be verified that the solution of KKT system (49-50)
satisfies KKT conditions (35-39) of the problem (33), so they
are also the solution of (33).

For those Pi ’s that are greater than zero, (49.iii) leads to

∂L

∂ Pi
= ∂ I1

∂ Pi
− μ = 0. (51)

Letting

Pi + σ 2

σ 2
1,i T0

= xi , (52)

it follows from (42) that

xi =
−PA +

√
P2

A + 4PA
μ

2
, (53)

from which we get

Pi =
−PA +

√
P2

A + 4PA
μ

2
− σ 2

σ 2
1,i T0

. (54)

Those Pi ’s in (54) are positive because this is what we
proposed to do. For other Pi ’s which would be negative if we
forcibly solve them according to (54), due to the requirement
of nonnegativity in (49.ii), we set them to zeros. Therefore,
we can collectively write

Pi =
⎛

⎝
−PA +

√
P2

A + 4PA
μ

2
− σ 2

σ 2
1,i T0

⎞

⎠

+

(55)

where the function (x)+ = max{0, x}.
If we know the number N ′ of Pi ’s that are strictly positive,

based on condition (50) and the observation that xi ’s in (53)
are independent of i and are therefore all the same, we have

xi = P

N ′ + σ 2

N ′T0

N ′
∑

j=1

1

σ 2
1, j

,

∴ Pi = P

N ′ + σ 2

N ′T0

N ′
∑

j=1

1

σ 2
1, j

− σ 2

σ 2
1,i T0

(56)

= P

N ′ + σ 2

N ′T0

N ′
∑

j=1

(
1

σ 2
1, j

− 1

σ 2
1,i

)

(57)

for those i satisfying Pi > 0.
From the derived formulas, we observe that the optimal

power distribution under the fixed total relay power constraint
does not depend on the transmission power of Alice and Bob,
i.e., PA and PB .
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2) Case 2: If λ1 = 0 and λ2 �= 0, then λ2 must be 1 by (41).
Next from (38.iii), z = I2. But (37.i) implies

I2 ≤ I1, (58)

so min{I1, I2} = I2 and the original optimization problem (32)
turns to

maximize I2

subject to
N∑

i=1
Pi = P,

Pi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N.

(59)

Similar to Case 1, we can solve this optimization problem
under nonnegativity constraints by KKT, and its solutions
would be the solutions of KKT conditions (35-39). Following
the same argument as that of Case 1, the optimal points Pi ’s
are

Pi =
⎛

⎝
−PB +

√
P2

B + 4PB
μ

2
− σ 2

σ 2
2,i T0

⎞

⎠

+

(60)

or, for those strictly positive Pi ’s

Pi = P

N ′ + σ 2

N ′T0

N ′
∑

j=1

(
1

σ 2
2, j

− 1

σ 2
2,i

)

(61)

where N ′ is the number of Pi ’s having positive optimal value.
3) Case 3: If λ1 �= 0 and λ2 �= 0 at the same time, from

(37.iii) we have z = I1 and in the same way we can obtain
z = I2. So in this case I1 = I2, and the original optimization
problem (32) becomes

maximize I1
subject to I1 = I2,

N∑

i=1
Pi = P.

(62)

This is an optimization problem with equality constraints.
The Lagrangian is:

L = I1 + μ1(I2 − I1) + μ2

(

P −
N∑

i=1

Pi

)

= (1 − μ1)I1 + μ1 I2 + μ2

(

P −
N∑

i=1

Pi

)

. (63)

Using the Lagrange multiplier method, the partial derivative
of L with respect to Pi is

∂L

∂ Pi
= (1 − μ1)

∂ I1

∂ Pi
+ μ1

∂ I2

∂ Pi
− μ2 = 0, (64)

which, when combined with the equality conditions I1 = I2

and P =
N∑

i=1
Pi , forms a system whose solution is the same

as that for (62). Setting 1 − μ1 = λ1 (therefore μ1 = λ2)
and μ2 = λ3, it is clear that solution of (62) satisfies the
KKT conditions (35-39) (cf. (43)). Due to the complexity
of formulas involved, there is no closed-form solution to
optimization problem (62). One needs to resort to a numerical
method to solve it.

We have solved for the Pi ’s and obtained the optimal power
distribution under a fixed total relay transmission power for
three cases. Since these three cases are not mutually exclusive,

after obtaining the solutions to three cases, we should compare
the resulting values of each case and pick out the largest one
as the final optimal result. In addition, we should check the
necessary conditions (46) and (58); if they do not hold, the
optimal points obtained are invalid and should be discarded.
It is worth noting that the KKT conditions are essentially
necessary so we are sure that at least one of the three cases
will have valid solution that achieves optimality. So, if we
find that solutions of Case 1&2 are both invalid, then there
must be an array of nonnegative Pi ’s satisfying I1 = I2 and
P = ∑N

i=1 Pi .

IV. KEY GENERATION ALGORITHMS WITH THE

PRESENCE OF AN ACTIVE ATTACKER

In this section, we consider the active Eve case. The single
antenna at the relay case will be discussed in detail. We will
use the same protocol as in Section III, and characterize the
attacker’s optimal attack strategy. In particular, Eve will send
attack signals Zi �= φ, i = 1, 2, 3. We will characterize the
optimal distributions of Zi ’s and the corresponding achievable
key rate.

A. Optimal Attack Signal

Since Eve is active, when Alice sends the training sequence
SA, the relay receives

Y(1)
R = h1SA + Z1 + N(1)

R ,

from which the relay calculates a scalar estimate of h1

h̃1,R = S′
AY(1)

R

‖SA‖2 = h1 + S′
AZ1

‖SA‖2 + S′
AN(1)

R

‖SA‖2 . (65)

If we denote
S′

AZ1

‖SA‖2 as 	1 and
S′

AN(1)
R

‖SA‖2 as N (1)
R which conforms

to N (0, σ 2

‖SA‖2 ) distribution, (65) can be written as

h̃1,R = h1 + 	1 + N (1)
R . (66)

Similarly, when the relay sends the training sequence SR ,
Alice receives a tampered sequence

YA = h1SR + Z3 + NA

and calculates a scalar estimate

h̃1,A = h1 + S′
RZ3

‖SR‖2 + S′
RNA

‖SR‖2

� h1 + 	3 + NA (67)

where NA ∼ N (0, σ 2

‖SR‖2 ).
According to our protocol, Alice and the relay will generate

a pair-wise key from (h̃1,R, h̃1,A). From (66) and (67), we
observe that the estimates at Alice and the relay are partially
controlled by Eve. Furthermore, Eve has partial information
about the correlated estimates at Alice and the relay. The key
generation problem under this setup hence is a key generation
with side-information at Eve problem considered in [12]. An
achievable key rate is [4]:

Rs1 = [I (h̃1,A; h̃1,R) − I (h̃1,A; 	1, 	3)]+. (68)
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On the Bob-relay side, the effects of the attacker on the
channel estimates can be formulated as

h̃2,R = h2 + S′
BZ2

‖SB‖2 + S′
BN(2)

R

‖SB‖2

� h2 + 	2 + N (2)
R , (69)

h̃2,B = h2 + S′
RZ3

‖SR‖2 + S′
RNB

‖SR‖2

� h2 + 	3 + NB . (70)

Again, in our protocol specified in Algorithm 1, the relay
and Bob will establish a pair-wise key K2 from (h̃2,R, h̃2,B).
Similar to the case of K1, the key rate of K2 is

Rs2 = [I (h̃2,B; h̃2,R) − I (h̃2,B; 	2, 	3)]+. (71)

According to Algorithm 1, the final key rate of the two-way
relaying system is

Rs = 1

T
min{Rs1, Rs2}. (72)

Clearly, Eve will choose her attack strategy to minimize the
key rate, hence Eve will try to solve the following optimization
problem

minimize
	1,	2,	3

min{Rs1, Rs2}
subject to (6)

(73)

where Rs1 and Rs2 depend on the distribution of 	i , i =
1, 2, 3. In the following, we will first characterize the optimal
distribution of 	i ’s, then we will optimize over the power
allocation for Eve.

We can use the result in Theorem 4.1 of [4] for the
first step. Theorem 4.1 of [4] shows that, the minimal Rs1
is achieved when (	1, 	3) are zero mean jointly Gaussian
random variables. In this case, the optimal attack signals are
characterized by the variances and correlation coefficient. If
Eve sends attack signal zi with power PEi = E{z2

i }, i =
1, 2, 3, then for zero mean Gaussian random variables, Var{	1}
� σ 2

1 = PE1/‖SA‖2, Var{	2} � σ 2
2 = PE2/‖SB‖2 and

Var{	3} � σ 2
3 = PE3/‖SR‖2. Theorem 4.1 of [4] says that

the optimal correlation coefficient between 	1 and 	3 is given
by

ρ1 =
⎧
⎨

⎩
− σ 2

h1

σ1σ3
, if σ 2

h1 ≤ σ1σ3

−1, otherwise,
(74)

where σ 2
h1 is the variance of the Gaussian channel gain h1,

and the minimal Rs1 is

Rs1 =
[
−1

2
log(2πeσ 2

e1) + h(h1 + NA)

]+

=
[
−1

2
log(2πeσ 2

e1) + 1

2
log

(
2πe(σ 2

h1 + σ 2

‖SR‖2 )

)]+

=
[

1

2
log

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2/‖SR‖2

σ 2
e1

)]+
(75)

where

σ 2
e1 =

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2
3 + σ 2

‖SR‖2

)
− (σ 2

h1 + ρ1σ1σ3)
2

σ 2
h1 + σ 2

1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2

. (76)

Similarly, on the Bob-relay side, the minimal Rs2 for the key
between Bob and relay is achieved when (	2, 	3) is jointly
Gaussian with correlation coefficient

ρ2 =
⎧
⎨

⎩
− σ 2

h2

σ2σ3
, if σ 2

h2 ≤ σ2σ3

−1, otherwise,
(77)

and the minimal

Rs2 =
[
−1

2
log(2πeσ 2

e2) + h(h2 + NB)

]+
(78)

=
[

1

2
log

(
σ 2

h2 + σ 2/‖SR‖2

σ 2
e2

)]+
(79)

where

σ 2
e2 =

(
σ 2

h2 + σ 2
3 + σ 2

‖SR‖2

)
− (σ 2

h2 + ρ2σ2σ3)
2

σ 2
h2 + σ 2

2 + σ 2

‖SB‖2

. (80)

To satisfy the structure above, the attacker can generate
the attack signal Zi , i = 1, 2, 3 in the following order. Eve
first generates Z1 using the Gaussian distribution. Then Eve
produces Z3 from Z1 with the correlation coefficient ρ1.
Finally, Eve generates Z2 based on ρ2 from Z3.

In the active attack case, the average power constraint for
attacker (6) becomes

1

3
(PE1 + PE2 + PE3) ≤ PE ,

or equivalently

σ 2
1

1/‖SA‖2 + σ 2
2

1/‖SB‖2 + σ 2
3

1/‖SR‖2 ≤ 3PE . (81)

Clearly equation (81) represents an ellipsoid with nonnegative
coordinates.

From the discussion above, the optimization problem in (73)
can be simplified as

minimize
σ1,σ2,σ3

min{Rs1(σ1, σ2, σ3), Rs2(σ1, σ2, σ3)}
subject to (81), σi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3. (82)

Hence, characterizing the optimal attacker’s strategy is simpli-
fied to finding the optimal power allocation strategy.

B. Effects of Active Attacks

Before we solve the optimization problem (82), we study
the effects of active attacks. In particular, we would like to
determine under which conditions, the attacker can make the
key rate to be zero. From (75), we observe that there is an (·)+
operation in Rs1. As a result, the minimal possible value of
Rs1, and in turn of Rs , is zero. If the σ 2

e1 is too large (because
the attacker’s power is too large), the logarithm inside (·)+
would be negative, leading to a zero key rate. We use the
set {(σ1, σ2, σ3)|Rs = 0} to denote the set of (σ1, σ2, σ3) such
that if the attacker uses these (σ1, σ2, σ3)’s, the key rate of our
protocol will be zero. We call this set the infeasible set, since
it is infeasible for us to generate a key if the attacker’s power
is large enough to be in this set. Here, we will characterize the
smallest attack power in the infeasible set, which is equivalent
to the largest attacker’s power that our protocol can tolerate.
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Fig. 4. The relations between the power constraint and the infeasible set.
Two circles in the figure represent attacker’s average power constraint. The
one with a larger radius intersects with the infeasible set.

We will first focus on Rs1. From (75) and (76), we can see
that Rs1 is zero if and only if

σ 2
e1 ≥ σ 2

h1 + σ 2

‖SR‖2 , (83)

or

σ 2
3 − (σ 2

h1 + ρ1σ1σ3)
2

σ 2
h1 + σ 2

1 + σ 2
A

≥ 0 (84)

where σ 2
A = σ 2

‖SA‖2 . Since σ2 is not involved, it is clear that
the minimal attacker power that makes Rs1 = 0 is obtained
when σ2 = 0. According to (74), in the region of σ3-σ1 plane
outside the hyperbola σ 2

h1 = σ1σ3 (upper right side of the
curve), ρ1 = −(σ 2

h1/σ1σ3) and consequently the subtrahend
of (84) vanishes. So the region outside this hyperbola is all
contained in the infeasible set, resulting in a zero Rs1. On the
other hand, in the region inside both this hyperbola and the
ellipse representing average power constraint (81), ρ1 = −1
and the boundary of the infeasible set can be written as

σ 2
3 = (σ 2

h1 − σ1σ3)
2

σ 2
h1 + σ 2

1 + σ 2
A

,

or
(σ 2

h1 + σ 2
A)σ 2

3 + 2σ 2
h1σ1σ3 − σ 4

h1 = 0. (85)

To simplify the analysis, we scale coordinates to make the
ellipsoid (81) a sphere, i.e., setting s2

1 = ‖SA‖2σ 2
1 , s2

2 =
‖SB‖2σ 2

2 , s2
3 = ‖SR‖2σ 2

3 . Then, (85) becomes

(σ 2
h1 + σ 2

A)

‖SR‖2 s2
3 + 2σ 2

h1

‖SA‖‖SR‖s1s3 − σ 4
h1 (86)

� A33s2
3 + 2A13s1s3 + C = 0.

This is the boundary hyperbola outside of which is the
infeasible set. This hyperbola has its center located at the
origin and rotates counter-clockwise by an angle ϕ where
0 < ϕ < π/4. Fig. 4 illustrates the relationship between
the power constraint and the infeasible set. In the spherical
coordinates the attacker’s power on s3-s1 plane is s2

1 + s2
3 . It

is obvious that the smallest value of it within the boundary

hyperbola is achieved at the vertex shown in Fig. 4. With the
aid of analytic geometry, it can be calculated that ϕ satisfies

k1 � tan(2ϕ) = 2A13

A33
= 2σ 2

h1

σ 2
h1 + σ 2

A

‖SR‖
‖SA‖ . (87)

In other words, k1 is the reciprocal of the slope of an asymptote
of the boundary hyperbola. The semi-major axis a1, i.e., the
distance from the vertex to the origin, satisfies

a2
1 = σ 4

h1

λ1
(88)

where λ1 is the positive eigenvalue of characteristic equation
λ2

1 − A33λ1 − A2
13 = 0, i.e.,

1

2

⎛

⎝σ 2
h1 + σ 2

A

‖SR‖2 +
√

(σ 2
h1 + σ 2

A)2

‖SR‖4 + 4σ 4
h1

‖SA‖2‖SR‖2

⎞

⎠ . (89)

Therefore, we obtain the optimal point (s3, s1) which
achieves the minimal attack power in the infeasible set
satisfying:

s2
3 = (a1 cos ϕ)2 = a2

1

2

⎛

⎝1 + 1
√

1 + k2
1

⎞

⎠ , (90)

s2
1 = (a1 sin ϕ)2 = a2

1

2

⎛

⎝1 − 1
√

1 + k2
1

⎞

⎠ . (91)

The analytic results of the Bob-relay side take the same
form; we only need to replace 1 in all subscripts from (87)
to (91) with 2 and σ 2

A with σ 2
B = σ 2/‖SB‖2. In summary, we

have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: If the attacker’s power satisfies the following

condition

PE ≥ 1

3
min{a2

1, a2
2}, (92)

then the key rate Rs = 0. Furthermore, if a2
1 ≤ a2

2 , then the
attacker should choose

σ 2
3 = a2

1

2‖SR‖2

⎛

⎝1 + 1
√

1 + k2
1

⎞

⎠ , (93)

σ 2
1 = a2

1

2‖SA‖2

⎛

⎝1 − 1
√

1 + k2
1

⎞

⎠ . (94)

If a2
1 > a2

2, the attacker should choose (σ 2
3 , σ 2

2 ) using a similar
formula as above.

C. Optimal Attack Power Allocation

If PE is smaller than the upper bound (92), shown by
the smaller circle in Fig. 4, our protocol achieves a nonzero
key rate. In this case, we need to solve the optimization
problem (82) to fully characterize the attacker’s optimal attack
strategy. Since the problem is a min-min problem, we can
solve it by finding minimum values of Rs1 and Rs2 separately,
and then choose the smaller one. In the following we will focus
on finding the minimum value of Rs1, because the procedure
for Rs2 is similar.
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Fig. 5. Ellipsoid representing power constraint (81).

The attacker’s power constraint ellipsoid determined by (81)
is shown in Fig. 5. Using angular coordinates, we can express
σi , i = 1, 2, 3 as follows:

σ1 = a cos γ sin θ, (95)

σ2 = b sin γ sin θ, (96)

σ3 = c cos θ. (97)

where a = √
3PE/‖SA‖, b = √

3PE/‖SB‖, c = √
3PE/‖SR‖

and 0 ≤ θ, γ ≤ π
2 . Finding the optimal values of σi , i =

1, 2, 3 is equivalent to finding the optimal value of γ
and θ .

To find the minimal Rs1, or the maximal σ 2
e1, which depends

only on σ1 and σ3, we first fix γ , project the ellipsoidal section
to the σ1-σ3 plane and find the optimal θ that maximizes
σ 2

e1 under the given γ . Next we find the global minimal Rs1
among all valid γ ’s and compare it with the global minimal
Rs2 derived using the same approach, to determine the final
minimal Rs .

We know from (74) that the hyperbola σ 2
h1 = σ1σ3 deter-

mines the value of ρ1. However, as shown in the analysis, this
hyperbola is completely contained in the infeasible set. So for
the region inside the projected ellipse, we know that ρ1 = −1,
and σ 2

e1 is determined by

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2
3 + σ 2

‖SR‖2

)
− (σ 2

h1 − σ1σ3)
2

σ 2
h1 + σ 2

1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2

. (98)

It can be easily seen that, for a fixed σ1, the larger the value
of σ3, the larger the value of σ 2

e1. As a result, the maximal
value is achieved at the boundary of the ellipse (and therefore
we only need to search for the maximum on the surface of
the ellipsoid). Motivated by this observation, we next compute
the maximal point on the ellipse.

Plugging the angularly parameterized σ1 and σ3 into (98)
and differentiating it with respect to θ , the numerator of the
derivative has the form

A cos � − B sin � − C (99)

where

A = acσ 2
h1 cos γ

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2 + a2

2
cos2 γ

)
(100)

= acσ 2
h1 cos γ

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2

)
+ C, (101)

B = a2

2
cos2 γ

[
c2

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2

)
− σ 4

h1

]

+c2

2

(
σ 2

h1 + σ 2

‖SA‖2

)2

, (102)

C = a3c

2
σ 2

h1 cos3 γ , (103)

and � = 2θ that ranges from 0 to π . Note that A and C are
both positive while B may be negative. The optimal value of
θ can be found by setting (99) to zero.

Thus, (99) can be written as
√

A2 + B2 sin(α − �) − C (104)

where α satisfies tan α = A
B . Hence 0 < α ≤ π

2 if B ≥ 0.
However, if B < 0, π

2 < α < π , so α = π + arctan A/B .
From (101), we have sin α = | tan α|√

1+tan2 α
= A/|B|√

1+A2/B2
=

A
A2+B2 ≥ C

A2+B2 . Therefore, the equation

A cos� − B sin � − C = 0 (105)

always has a unique solution

� = α − arcsin
C√

A2 + B2

for � in [0, π]. In summary, we have the following lemma
regarding the optimal value of θ .

Lemma 2: For any γ ∈ [0, π
2 ], the optimal value of θ that

minimizes Rs1 is

θ =
⎧
⎨

⎩

1
2

(
arctan A

B − arcsin C√
A2+B2

)
, B ≥ 0

1
2

(
π + arctan A

B − arcsin C√
A2+B2

)
, B < 0.

(106)

Fig. 6 illustrates the relationship between α and � when
B is positive and negative, respectively. From this figure,
we can see that, when B ≥ 0, the optimal point will have
θ ≤ π

4 .
To find the maximal σ 2

e2, we need to project ellipsoidal
section under angle γ to the σ2-σ3 plane (this is equivalent
to setting σ1 to zero), and then conduct the same analysis as
above. The results are the same as in the σ1-σ3 plane, except
for substituting b for a and sin γ for cos γ in formulas (100)-
(103). Observe that regardless of whether Eve’s average power
PE exceeds the upper bound (92), the covariance coefficients
ρi , i = 1, 2, are always −1 when Eve generates optimal
interference signal.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present various simulation results to
illustrate the analytical results derived in this paper.
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Fig. 6. Relations between α and �. (a) B ≥ 0, 0 < α ≤ π
2 . (b) B < 0,

π
2 < α < π .

TABLE I

VALUES OF σ 2
1,i AND σ 2

2,i , i = 1, . . . , N USED IN GENERATING FIG. 7

A. Simulations for the Passive Eavesdropper Case

In this example, we assume that there are N = 5 antennas in
the two-way relay. The variances σ 2

1,i and σ 2
2,i , i = 1, . . . , N

used in the simulation are listed in the Table I. Other parame-
ters used in the simulation are: the variance of the channel
noise σ 2 = 1; the transmission powers of Alice and Bob
are PA = PB = PT (therefore, the relay’s total power

P =
N∑

i=1
Pi = N PT (see (31), (45)); the channel coherence

time T = 14. Note that in this case, we have T0 = T
N+2 = 2.

Fig. 7 shows the key rate Rco,N defined in (28) for the case of
optimal power allocation described in Section III-B and for the
case of equal power allocation. The optimal power distribution
when the relay’s total power P = N PT = 13.5 is listed in
Table II. For ease of comparison, simulation results for the
equal power distribution are also included in the table. Since
the results of Case 2 violate (58), it is discarded; so the optimal
key rate is achieved in Case 1, i.e. 4.9681/(2T ) = 0.1774 nat.

From Fig. 7, we can see that for a low PT , the gain due to
the power optimization is considerable. But when PT is large,
the performance improvement using the power optimization is
limited, which is also reflected in Table II. This phenomenon
can be explained by examining (56). When PT is large, the
difference between the individual Pi ’s due to the different
values of σ 2/σ 2

1,i T0 is negligible. As a consequence, the

Fig. 7. Key rates of our algorithms versus PT .

TABLE II

SIMULATION RESULTS WHEN THE TOTAL POWER FOR RELAY P = 13.5

TABLE III

VALUES σ 2
1,i AND σ 2

2,i , i = 1, . . . , N USED IN GENERATING FIGS. 8 AND 9

resulting mutual information is close to that of equal power
distribution. The same argument applies if T is sufficiently
large in which σ 2/σ 2

1,i T0 becomes very small, making the
differences of Pi negligible.

In the following, we compare the key rate of our algorithms
with that of the AF with AN algorithm in [14] that deals
with the multiple antennas case. The key rates of AF with
AN algorithm is computed based on the k-nearest neighbor
distances method in [20]. The variances of the fading coeffi-
cients of all channels are listed in Table III. Other simulation
parameters are σ 2 = 0.01, PA = PB = PT . We consider
two different scenarios. The first one, a scalar version, is
carried out with a scalar training signal, namely, the length
of all training sequences, T0, is 1. This is the scheme used
in [14]. The second one, a sequence version, is performed
with T = 308, or T0 = 44, to show the effects of the
training sequences instead of a single training symbol against
the channel noise. Fig. 8 shows the key rates in the scalar
version and Fig. 9 illustrates the key rates in the sequence
version. Both figures show that our algorithms for the two-
way relay with multiple antennas greatly outperform the AF
with AN algorithm, primarily because our scheme exploits the
random channels associated with all antennas while the latter
makes use of only one randomly selected antenna in the relay.
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Fig. 8. Key rates versus PT in the scalar version.

Fig. 9. Key rates versus PT in the sequence version.

In addition, the key rates of our algorithms have a much better
performance over AF with AN in the sequence version than in
the scalar version, showing that the use of training sequences
in our algorithms successfully suppress the harmful effects of
channel noise (see, e.g., (23)).

B. Simulations for the Active Attacker Case

We compare the key rates of our protocol when the attacker
employs optimal power allocation and equal power allocation.
We also illustrate the smallest power in infeasible set, which is
equivalent to the maximum attacker’s power that our protocol
can tolerate. If Eve’s attacking power is distributed equally,
i.e.,

σ 2
1 ‖SA‖2 = σ 2

2 ‖SB‖2 = σ 2
3 ‖SR‖2 = PE , (107)

we can solve each σi , i = 1, 2, 3, and calculate the key rate
using formulas in Sec. IV. Here we let training sequence
energies ‖SA‖2, ‖SB‖2 and ‖SR‖2 identically take values in
a range from 1 to 10000. Other parameters are: average
attacker’s power PE is 0.3333; σ 2 = 0.1; σ 2

h1 = 0.3; σ 2
h2 = 0.5

and T = 99. The minimal key rates Rs corresponding to these
training energies are depicted in the upper subplot of Fig. 10.
The lower subplot shows the minimal average power Eve uses

Fig. 10. Comparison of key rates under the optimal attack strategy and the
equal power attack strategy versus the legitimate user’s transmission power
‖SA‖2 = ‖SB‖2 = ‖SR‖2, as well as the minimal average attack power.

to achieve the corresponding key rate, which when Rs = 0, is
min{a2

1, a2
2}/3.

In Fig. 10, it is clear that the key rates with the optimized
power allocation for the attacker is smaller than those under
the equal power allocation. In addition, with an increased
power of the legitimate users, the key rates increase.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have considered the key generation problem in the two-
way relay channel in which there is no direct link between
Alice and Bob. We have proposed an effective key generation
scheme that achieves a substantially larger key rate than
that of a direct channel mimic approach. Unlike existing
schemes, there is no need for the key generating terminals
to obtain correlated observations in our scheme. We have also
investigated the effects of an active attacker on the proposed
key generation protocol. We have characterized the optimal
attacker’s strategy that minimizes the key rate of the pro-
posed scheme and have established the maximal attacker’s
power under which our scheme can still achieve a non-zero
key rate.
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